Persuasive interventions can lose their effectiveness when a person becomes reactant to the persuasive messages-a state identified by feelings of anger and perceived threat to freedom. A person will strive to reestablish their threatened freedom, which is characterized by motivational arousal. Research suggests that the motivational state of psychological reactance can be observed in physiology. Therefore, the assessment of physiological reactions might help to identify reactance to persuasive messages and, thereby, could be an objective approach to personalize persuasive technologies. The current study investigates peripheral psychophysiological reactivity in response to persuasive messages. To manipulate the strength of the reactant response either high-or low-controlling language messages were presented to discourage meat consumption. The high-controlling language condition indeed evoked more psychological reactance, and sympathetic arousal did increase during persuasive messaging in heart rate and heart rate variability, although no clear relationship between physiological reactivity and self-reported psychological reactance was found. However, the evaluation of multiple linear models revealed that variance in self-reported psychological reactance was best explained by initial intentions in combination with cardiovascular reactivity. To conclude, considering physiological reactivity in addition to motivational state can benefit our understanding of psychological reactance.
Introduction
Persuasive technologies can help people to change their behavior to become healthier or more pro-environmental by presenting persuasive information or indicating opportunities for change. However, a persuasive message may also evoke psychological reactance. In that case the user is motivated to reject the advocacy, thereby limiting the desired impact of the persuasive technology on behavior [1] . The motivational state and the negatively valenced emotions associated with psychological reactance are likely-as any emotions-to be reflected in psychophysiological signals [2] [3] [4] . Physiological reactions might then be used to detect whether a persuasive message is evoking resistance [5] . As such, physiology could be an objective measure of persuasion effectiveness. Physiology-based selection of persuasive content would enable unobtrusive personalization of persuasive technologies, minimizing the occurrence of reactance. In theory, such affective-loop systems [6] facilitate user-specific tailoring and help to improve long-term behavior change interventions within and across individuals, contexts and time. Affective-loop systems could then contribute to the field of personalized persuasive technologies. This study investigates the physiological patterns in the cardiovascular and electrodermal systems that occur when people respond to persuasive messages that can give rise to psychological reactance.
Psychological Reactance Is Situation Specific
Persuasive messages aim at convincing people to change their attitudes, intentions and behaviors [7] , but can also be perceived as a threat to or restriction of certain freedoms [7, 8] , e.g., due to the use of controlling or forceful language [5] . In that case, people experience psychological reactance in which a motivation is aroused to reject the advocacy and reestablish their threatened freedom [3] . Psychological reactance is a reactive phenomenon-it occurs when a person responds to a situation containing a specific threat to a specific freedom and is best described as a mix of negative cognitions and emotions towards this threat [1, 7] . The negative emotions and cognitions aroused depend on these situational characteristics [7] . To overcome feelings of reactance, a person may engage in freedom restoration behaviors with a state of motivational arousal [1, 3, 9] .
Differences between people and/or the strength of threats can influence the level of the reactant response. Individual differences arise from the perceived importance of the freedoms that are threatened [9] . The beliefs that shape perceived importance rely on underlying motivations, such as social norms [1] or intentions [5, 10] . A second determinant for the magnitude of reactance is the nature and strength of the threat, which can depend on the content but also on the formulation of the message [8, 11, 12] . Generally, high controlling language (HCL) is more likely to arouse reactance than low controlling language (LCL): HCL has a powerful and directive nature due to the use of many imperatives. It tends to be short, clear and efficient [12] . In LCL, the intentions of the sender are more ambiguous. LCL emphasizes self-initiation and choice. Consequently, it is perceived to be more polite and less forceful [12] . Usage of HCL increases the probability that the recipient perceives the messages as a threat, will reject the message, and experiences psychological reactance [12] .
Measuring the Psychophysiology of Reactant Responses
Earlier research indicates that it is difficult to measure the presence and intensity of reactant responses and its effects and on people's experiences [1, 8] . Several surveys have been developed for this purpose [1, 5, 8] , but their validity is an ongoing debate [5, 8] . Most surveys measure trait characteristics of reactance, while reactance is a situational response [1] . Therefore, researchers have proposed physiological measures as an additional measure of reactance accounting for direct affective responses [1, 5] . Physiological arousal can give information about the mental state of a person, and can thereby function as an implicit measure of the mind [13, 14] . Therefore, analyzing psychophysiological responses might yield essential additional insights into psychological reactance.
For our argumentation, it is important to realize that the motivational state of reactance has energizing properties, which can be reflected in the physiological system [1, 5] . That is, cortical responses reflecting the negative emotions and cognitions specific to reactant responses can influence peripheral physiology as well [2] . Peripheral physiology is influenced by the sympathetic, 'fight-or-flight', and parasympathetic, 'rest-and-digest', branches of the nervous system. These influences are measurable, among others, using features of the cardiovascular and electrodermal system [15, 16] . Thus, the negative emotions and cognitions that arise in reactant responses might reflect in cardiovascular and electrodermal arousal [17, 18] . To draw psychophysiological inferences from cardiovascular and electrodermal arousal we have to review the function of both systems.
The cardiovascular system is responsible for blood circulation and, thereby, transportation of blood cells, oxygen, nutrients, waste, and hormones through the body [16] . Easily measurable features of the cardiovascular system are heart rate (HR), i.e., the number of heart beats per minute, and heart rate variability (HRV), i.e., the variability between those beats resulting from the interplay between the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system [19] . Sympathetic influences increase HR and decrease HRV, and can hint at high arousal emotions, such as fear or joy, and increased cognitive demands. HR decreases and HRV increases under parasympathetic control, often indicating resting states or passive emotions [2, 20] . Electrodermal activity, on the other hand, comprises sweat gland activity and is under only sympathetic control. Electrodermal arousal can increase in actionable emotional experiences and cognitive demands, such as decision-making. Measurable features of electrodermal arousal are the tonic component, namely skin conductance level (SCL), and the number of rapid phasic responses per minute, called skin conductance responses (SCRs) [21] .
Results from several studies indeed indicated that psychological reactance can be seen as a state with motivational, emotional and cognitive components [3, 5, 8, 22, 23] , such as anger, which is both motivational and affective [5] , and negative cognitions [8] . Earlier research has shown that reactant responses are indeed associated with heightened sympathetic arousal as reflected in elevated epinephrine and norepinephrine neurotransmitter levels [1] . Only a few studies have linked peripheral physiological arousal with psychological reactance [3, 5, 23] . These studies analyzed reactance in specific contexts and only for heart rate and skin conductance levels. Other features of cardiovascular and electrodermal arousal such as heart rate variability or skin conductance responses are even more sensitive to sympathetic and parasympathetic changes [16] , and, thereby, might reveal further insights in psychological reactance. Evoking reactance in other contexts can also produce extra insights, as situational aspects might determine psychophysiological arousal during reactance, for example, the topic, the severity of the threat, the perceived importance of the freedom, or specific determinants of freedom.
Study Aim and Hypotheses
This study investigates whether psychological reactance is reflected in peripheral physiology. Additionally, we want to gain more insight in what predicts psychological reactance, especially the potential role physiological arousal. We build on previous work on reactance to persuasion [7] by using a similar experiment set-up with persuasive content differing in high or low controlling language and self-report measures of reactance [7, 24] , but now also measure cardiovascular and electrodermal activity. Doing so, previously researched [3, 23] and new features of the cardiovascular and electrodermal system will be analyzed in relation to psychological reactance. To induce reactant responses, we will use the issue of meat eating, because earlier research suggested people consume meat as a way to express their identity [25] and that reactance occurs more easily for high involvement issues [11] . Based on earlier research we expect that 1) the motivational arousal and negative feelings in reactance increase sympathetic arousal, as reflected by HR acceleration, decreased HRV, elevated SCL and more SCRs compared to rest state, 2) that this increased arousal positively correlates with self-report measures of reactance, and 3) this psychophysiological relation adds insights to current means of predicting relationship explains part of the reactant responses.
Method

Participants
We recruited participants using the University database, which contains mainly students and a few adults. Fifty-nine people with a relatively high meat consumption (>5 times per week) and without (a history of) cardiovascular diseases participated in this study. Sufficient English language skills and willingness to sign the informed consent were required. Participants received 10 euros or student credits as compensation. Participants were divided into two manipulation groups (group 1: N = 31 (19 women), M age = 23.3, SD age = 5.5, and group 2: N = 28 (16 women), M age = 24.5, SD age = 6.7. The internal ethical board at the Eindhoven University of Technology reviewed and approved the study.
Manipulation
This study had a between-subject repeated-measures design in which participants watched a persuasive video advocating limited meat consumption in either high controlling (HCL) or low controlling language (LCL) for group 1 and 2 respectively. Based on previous research [7, 24] , the video consisted of a threat-to-health/environment component (202 words) and a recommendation for action ( Table 1 , HCL: 226 words, LCL: 224 words). The first part emphasized the negative consequences of behavior, whereas the second part regulated the strength of the threat. Both videos had comparable content but differed in framing. Besides using more imperatives, the HCL video pressed participants to do a certain action, i.e., become vegetarian, whereas the LCL video emphasized the choice for action. Especially for the group that saw the HCL video, the intervention tried to evoke psychological reactance. Table 1 . A subset of sentences from the manipulation video advocating limited meat consumption.
Segment Example Sentences
Threat-to-health/environment (202 words, presented to both groups)
• Eating meat has consequences for your health and the environment. 
Procedure
One week before the laboratory session, the participant completed an online pre-survey assessing demographic information, meat consumption, and initial motivational state towards limited meat consumption. The participant was instructed to refrain from caffeinated drinks in the 2 hours preceding the laboratory session. Prior to the experiment segments, the participant received a short introduction, signed the informed consent and was attached to the physiological measurement equipment. Then, the participant was seated in front of a computer screen to start the experiment. The computer asked the participant to describe his/her favorite dish to increase awareness of their consumption freedom ( Figure 1) . A baseline measurement of physiology was conducted twice while the participant viewed 3-and 5-minute sea-life movies [26] . A 4.5-minute factual video with neutral information about the consequences of meat consumption on the environment and health followed the first baseline. The factual video ensured that all participants had similar topic-specific knowledge. After the second baseline, the persuasive messages were presented. Both the HCL and LCL messages had a total duration of 3 minutes. After the persuasive messages, participants had the opportunity to restore their freedom by filling out questions in the post-survey while reflecting on the video. In this post-survey, a reactance questionnaire as well as control questions were asked in addition to questions assessing motivational state towards limited meat consumption. the participant viewed 3-and 5-minute sea-life movies [26] . A 4.5-minute factual video with neutral information about the consequences of meat consumption on the environment and health followed the first baseline. The factual video ensured that all participants had similar topic-specific knowledge. After the second baseline, the persuasive messages were presented. Both the HCL and LCL messages had a total duration of 3 minutes. After the persuasive messages, participants had the opportunity to restore their freedom by filling out questions in the post-survey while reflecting on the video. In this post-survey, a reactance questionnaire as well as control questions were asked in addition to questions assessing motivational state towards limited meat consumption. Figure 1 . Experimental procedure during the laboratory experiment starting with a freedom exercise followed by a baseline measurement of physiology in rest, a factual movie about the consequences of meat consumption on health and environment, a second baseline, a persuasive message using high or low controlling language and a post-survey.
Materials
Subjective Data
Self-report measures included demographic information such as age, gender and educational level. The highest received degree determined educational level. Following the theory of planned behavior [10, 20] , participants' motivational state to limit meat consumption was asked using questions about attitude towards and intention to perform the advocated behavior, as well as subjective and injunctive norms. The five attitude items focused on the instrumental, e.g., worthlessvaluable, and affective, e.g., good-bad, nature of limiting meat consumptions with scale end-points counterbalanced. Intention was assessed using three items on intentional effort. Subjective norms measured the perceived expectations of other people's behavior (3 items), whereas injunctive norms represented people's ideas of the participants own behavior (3 items). These items used a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 'strongly disagree' to 'strongly agree'.
In the post-survey, four items per scale concerning feelings of anger and perceived threat to freedom (PTTF) checked if participants were reactant towards the video. These questionnaires were answered on 5-point Likert scales ranging from 'completely disagree' to 'completely agree' (Table 2) [7] . In addition, a control survey consisted of one question on the newness of the information and three multiple-choice questions to test if participants paid attention to the video. The questions were presented in English. With exception of the control questions, all questionnaires in this study were validated in previous research and analyzed as instructed [7, 10] using various packages in R studio [27] [28] [29] . 
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Subjective Data
Self-report measures included demographic information such as age, gender and educational level. The highest received degree determined educational level. Following the theory of planned behavior [10, 20] , participants' motivational state to limit meat consumption was asked using questions about attitude towards and intention to perform the advocated behavior, as well as subjective and injunctive norms. The five attitude items focused on the instrumental, e.g., worthless-valuable, and affective, e.g., good-bad, nature of limiting meat consumptions with scale end-points counterbalanced. Intention was assessed using three items on intentional effort. Subjective norms measured the perceived expectations of other people's behavior (3 items), whereas injunctive norms represented people's ideas of the participants own behavior (3 items). These items used a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 'strongly disagree' to 'strongly agree'.
In the post-survey, four items per scale concerning feelings of anger and perceived threat to freedom (PTTF) checked if participants were reactant towards the video. These questionnaires were answered on 5-point Likert scales ranging from 'completely disagree' to 'completely agree' (Table 2) [7] . In addition, a control survey consisted of one question on the newness of the information and three multiple-choice questions to test if participants paid attention to the video. The questions were presented in English. With exception of the control questions, all questionnaires in this study were validated in previous research and analyzed as instructed [7, 10] using various packages in R studio [27] [28] [29] . We used a Mobi physiology-recording device with gel electrodes in Lead II placement for ECG measurement, and dry electrodes with Velcro straps on the fingertips for skin conductance measurement [21] , sampling at 1029.5 Hz. Physiological features were measured during the complete laboratory experiment. In the ECG signal, we calculated inter-beat intervals (IBIs) and verified them by manually checking the R-peaks. IBIs below 0.4 s or above 1.4 s were interpolated [30] . This procedure was not seldom needed. From the filtered IBI data, mean heart rate (HR), standard deviation from normal-to-normal peaks (SDNN), and root mean square of successive differences (RMSSD) for the middle three minutes of each experiment segment were calculated. Electrodermal activity (EDA) was down-sampled to 2 Hz and filtered with a 0.5 Hz low-pass Butterworth filter. From the filtered EDA signal, mean skin conductance level (SCL) and the number of skin conductance response peaks per second (SCRs) were calculated for the middle 3 minutes of each experiment segment [16] . The difference between the physiological values during the factual video, persuasive messages, or survey and those of the preceding baseline served as measure of physiological reactivity to each experiment segment, e.g., reactivity (messages) = arousal (messages) − arousal (short baseline) . Several R packages were used for the preprocessing of physiological data [28, 30, 31] .
Analyses
First, we verified if the two groups were statistically similar with respect to demographic information and motivational state using an independent t-test. As manipulation check, an independent t-test was applied to check whether HCL evoked more reactance than LCL. Additionally, a within-between MANOVA on attitudes and intentions checked whether the video was persuasive.
To answer hypothesis 1, a linear mixed model was applied for each physiological reactivity variable with experimental segment and manipulation condition as fixed and subject as random effects. In linear mixed models, fixed effects are variables constant over measurements, while random effects can vary per measurements. This approach enabled the analysis of physiological reactivity during different experiment segments, while accounting for individual differences and missing data [32] .
To answer hypotheses 2 and 3, we evaluated the fit of multiple linear models with psychological reactance as dependent variable. To yield only one dependent variable, reactance was calculated by adding anger and PTTF scores. The best predictors of variance in psychological reactance were established by evaluating four models: (1) a null model, (2) a state model, (3) a message-reactivity model, and (4) a full model. The null model included no predictors. The state model evaluated all self-reported scores that determined initial motivational state to limit meat consumptions; attitude, intention, subjective and injunctive norms before the manipulation. The message-reactivity model evaluated HR, SDNN, RMSSD, SCL and SCRs reactivity to the persuasive messages-that is the rise in physiological arousal from the short baseline to the persuasive messages for each parameter. Lastly, the full model evaluated all physiological reactivity and initial motivational state variables. Only significant models were presented and only including those variables that improved predictive power of the model by explaining extra variance in reactance based on AIC weights [33] . Eventually, the fit of the four models was evaluated using Akaike Information Criterion [33] . This evaluation reveals which combination of predictor variables predicts variance in psychological reactance best. In these relational analyses, the effect of manipulation was not considered relevant. Analyses were carried out using several R Studio packages [27-29,34].
Results
The final data set contained subjective and physiological data of 56 participants. Three datasets had to be excluded due to incompleteness. Data for intention, descriptive norms, and PTTF were not normally distributed and transformation did not effectuate normal distribution, i.e., log, log+1, Tukey's Ladder of Powers, Cube root nor square root transformation. There were no significant differences between the demographic characteristics or initial motivational state of the two groups, e.g., attitudes, intention, subjective norms and descriptive norms.
As a persuasion check, a within-between MANOVA with Bonferroni-Holm correction was conducted to compare the main effects of condition and time, and the interaction effect between manipulation and time on attitudes and intentions towards limited meat consumption. Both the main and the interaction effects were not significant; attitudes and intentions did not change over the course of the experiment in either condition.
As a manipulation check, an independent sample one-tailed Mann-Whitney U t-test with Bonferroni-Holm correction revealed that the HCL condition indeed evoked significantly more anger and perceived threat to freedom than the LCL persuasive messages (Table 3) . Table 3 . Descriptive statistics of both reactance scales and results of a one-tailed Mann-Whitney U test comparing the two conditions (high controlling language (HCL) > low controlling language (LCL)). The results of multiple linear mixed models with experiment segment and manipulation condition as fixed effects and subject as random effect showed physiological reactivity differed significantly between experimental segments for HR, SDNN, and RMSSD (Table 4 ). On average, SDNN and RMSSD were 89 and 36 ms lower, and HR 1.30 bpm higher during the persuasive messages compared to the short baseline. During the factual video, HR reactivity was 1.03 bpm lower than during the persuasive messages, whereas SDNN reactivity was 54 ms higher (see also Figure 2 ). With the exception of number of skin conductance peaks, the difference in experiment segments explains between 32.7% and 44.9% of the variance in physiological reactivity based on the conditional R 2 , i.e., based on both fixed and random effects [34] . There was no significant effect of manipulation on physiological reactivity. Table 4 . Summary results of the mixed linear models for reactivity of Heart Rate (HR), Heart Rate Variability (standard deviation from normal-to-normal peaks (SDNN) and root mean square of successive differences (RMSSD)) and Electrodermal (skin conductance level (SCL) and skin conductance responses (SCRs)) per segment. Results of various linear models with reactance as dependent variable and physiological reactivity and/or initial motivational state as predictor variables for the main analysis are presented in Table 5 . Out of the four possible models (Section 2.5) only three models had a significant fit; the null, state, and full model. The null model includes no predictors and the significant intercept reveals that on average the participants experienced reactance. Results from the state model reveal that from all initial motivational state factors, e.g., attitude, injunctive and subjective norms, only intention to limit meat consumption explains variance in reactance; reported reactance drops 0.54 on a 1-14 point scale with each unit rise of initial intention. We did not find a significant fit for the message-reactivity model, suggesting a minor role of the physiological reactivity variables in explaining variance in reactance. However, the full model was significant, not only including a relationship between reactance and initial motivational state, but also with physiological reactivity. Results of the full model reveal that on average people report 8.73 experienced reactance on a 1-14 scale. Higher initial intentions to limit meat consumption lower the reported reactance by 0.58 per step on the intention scale. Although the physiological reactivity variables were non-significant on their own, they did yield a model with higher predictive power when combined with intention than the state model. Physiological reactivity to the persuasive messages also lowers reactance by 0.23 and 0.52 for each bpm rise in HR and millisecond rise in RMSSD, respectively. In comparison to the null and state models, the full model has the best fit based upon the lowest AIC. The full model explains around 20.1% of variance in self-reported reactance in our sample based on R 2 . 
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Use of psychophysiological reactions could be an objective approach to personalize persuasive interventions, e.g., trying to avoid reactance. Therefore, we studied psychophysiological reactance to persuasive messages that used high controlling (HCL) or low controlling language (LCL). The messages tried to persuade people with a high meat consumption, e.g., >5 days per week, towards a more vegetarian diet. Psychological reactance to these messages was assessed with self-reported feelings of anger and perceived threat to freedom (PTTF). A factual video preceding the messages ensured that all participants had akin topic-specific knowledge. Motivations to limit meat consumption were measured one week before and immediately after the experiment. Physiological reactivity was measured during the factual video, the persuasive messages, and the closing survey, using features of the cardiovascular and electrodermal system.
We found that neither the HCL nor LCL messages persuaded participants to (further) limit their meat consumption, as indicated by equal attitude and intention levels before and after the experiment. While for the HCL condition this finding was in line with our expectations, we expected the LCL messages to increase motivations to limit meat consumption. As both groups report some level of reactance (at least 2.7 PTTF on a 7-point scale), this might have limited the persuasiveness of the messages. Importantly, participants were more reactant in the HCL condition by experiencing higher feelings of anger and greater perceived threat to freedom compared to participants that received the LCL condition. Therefore, we can assume that, despite the lack of attitude change, our manipulation was successful.
During the persuasive messages, participants had heightened sympathetic physiological arousal as indicated by cardiovascular arousal compared to activity during rest state, i.e., the short baseline. On the other hand, during the factual video, we found decreased heart rate and increased heart rate variability. Because the action performed by the participant was similar during the factual video and the persuasive messages, namely watching an informative video, this finding cannot be attributed to a difference in general information processing or attention. In addition, both the factual video and the persuasive messages were concerned with the context of meat consumption. Generally heart rate decelerates with increased attention [16] , whereas during our persuasive messages the opposite occurs. This finding, therefore, seems to suggest that elevated cardiovascular reactivity is indeed caused by the content of the persuasive messages. We did not find a different effect of the HCL and LCL framing on cardiovascular or electrodermal reactivity. One reason for the lack of this finding could be that the manipulation conditions were not distinct enough in their psychological effects; both conditions were not persuasive and both evoked some level of reactance.
Further analyses reveal a relationship between psychological reactance and initial motivations to limit meat consumption; people with higher intention to limit their meat consumption experienced lower reactance. This finding is not surprising. As the intentions of these people were in line with the advocated appeal, the messages were probably less threatening to them and, thus, evoked lower levels of reactance. Interestingly, adding cardiovascular measures significantly improved this explanatory model. Both an increase in HR and SDNN reactivity appear to lower the reported reactance in this study. These findings are somewhat surprising as increased HR indicates arousal, whereas increased SDNN indicates relaxation. As this is contradictory, future research is needed to replicate this cardiovascular relation. Despite this ambiguity, the combination of initial intention with cardiovascular measures did explain almost twice as much variance in reactance than initial intentions alone, i.e., 20.1% versus 11.2% as indicated by the R 2 in Table 5 . This underlines our idea that psychological reactance might have a psychophysiological nature. It surely invites the combination of subjective self-report with objective physiological measures in future reactance research.
This study has an explorative nature and, thereby, comes with limitations. Since the study was limited to the context of meat consumption and concerns only people that have a high meat consumption patterns (>5 days per week), the findings cannot be generalized. Eating animals is seen as a moral dilemma between the aversion to animal suffering and the desire to eat meat [25] . The moralization of vegetarianism is driven by strong affective responses, such as disgust and guilt [35] . Additionally, the formation of these beliefs depend on other attributes, i.e., experiences, characteristics, objects, than health behaviors. [36] . Thus, the psychology of morality is wired differently than health beliefs. Therefore, it could be that similarly framed persuasive messages concerning other contexts produce different or no physiological markers. Further work is required to establish if this relation also holds in other contexts, e.g., climate change, energy saving.
Another limitation might come from the manipulation not being strong enough, explaining the similar effects of both conditions. Although the spread in reactance scores enabled correlational analyses, it could be that too little people experienced high enough levels of reactance to evoke physiological reactivity. Previous research [7] reported anger and PTTF scores between 0.45-1.44 and 2.31-3.11 on a 0-4 scale, while we found an average anger score of 3.45 and PTTF score of 4.20 on a 1-7 scale in the HCL condition. The scores are relatively high, but not extreme. This could be one reason for not finding a stronger psychophysiological relationship in reactance. Future research should find out whether higher levels of reactance do reflect in physiology or whether such a robust relationship does not exist at all.
Lastly, personality traits were not considered in this study, while they might have explained some of our results. As mentioned in the introduction, reactant responses are determined by the perceived importance of the freedoms that are threatened [9] . These perceptions may differ based on personality traits. These traits can therefore mediate the reactance response, but they can also influence the physiological response. For example, trait characteristics such as approach-avoidance motivation are associated with other nervous system activity patterns [37] , novelty seeking correlates negatively with low frequency HRV and LF/HF ratio [38] and cardiovascular arousal relates to neuroticism and agreeableness [39] . As our main finding indicates that HRV parameters explain variability in self-reported reactance, personality traits should also be considered in future research.
Despite its limitations, the study adds to our understanding of persuasive messages and their effects on physiology. Future research should try to replicate and extend these findings to different contexts, types of communication, and people. If an evident physiological marker for psychological reactance is found, it could have considerable implications for personalized persuasive technologies, i.e., indicating which messages are (not) effective for the user. It could set up the use of built-in affective loops regulated by physiological, affective, and behavioral interactions in human-technology interaction. Thereby, it would enable physiology-based tailoring as a personalization technique for persuasive technology.
Conclusions
We did not find clear psychophysiological responses related to reactance. Nevertheless, the results do encourage further research because the present findings indicate more cardiovascular arousal during persuasive messages-although most likely not linked to reactance or attitude change. Further research should not only consider the strategy to evoke reactance but also types of freedom and underlying psychological processes that are targeted. 
